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Abstract. This paper presents a snapshot of ongoing work towards a prototype imple-
mentation of new 8-bit math font encodings for (LA)TEX, based on the ‘Aston’ proposal
presented at the TUG ’93 conference. The design goals and technical considerations
that have led to the present font table layouts are summarized and the contents and
organization of the individual encodings are presented in detail. Finally, some alter-
native approaches and some remaining open problems are discussed.
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1. Introduction and background

When the arrival of TEX 3.0 [32] made it possible to overcome the limitations of
7-bit fonts, it did not take long until an encoding for 8-bit text fonts to support
the needs of European languages was developed and agreed at the European
TEX conference in September 1990 [2, 3, 6]. When the first implementations of
these ‘Cork’ encoded fonts became available during 1991, it was soon recog-
nized that new 8-bit math font encodings would be needed to overcome the
inter-dependencies between text fonts and math fonts, and the first informal
discussions on math font encoding issues began taking place at workshops at
TEX conferences and on the TEX-FONTS mailing lists.
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To focus these efforts, a working group on extended math font encodings was
initiated in 1992 and established as a joint LATEX3 Project/TUG Technical
Working Group, officially chaired by Barbara Beeton of the American Mathe-
matical Society (AMS). In the summer of 1993 GUTenberg sponsored a three
month research activity of Justin Ziegler at the University of Mainz to work on
this subject together with members of the LATEX3 Project team. During this
time a number of technical studies were conducted and an outline of a pro-
posed new math font encoding was put together and presented in a workshop
session at the TUG ‘93 conference [17]. Following the conference an electronic
mailing list was established, and a number of details of this ‘Aston’ proposal
were worked out during six weeks of very active discussions. Unfortunately,
work came to a halt shortly after Justin Ziegler had to leave the scene, and the
only actual result was a LATEX3 Technical Report [42] published in mid-1994,
which went largely unnoticed among the TEX community despite several public
announcements [36, 37].

After this first effort was left unfinished, it somehow took until early 1997 before
discussions on math font encoding issues were revived on the LATEX-L mailing
list and work towards an implementation of the ‘Aston’ proposal as outlined in
Justin Ziegler’s report was resumed. As a first step, a fontinst-based proto-
type implementation [5] was developed by Matthias Clasen with contributions
from Ulrik Vieth and others. At the time of writing (in early 1998) preliminary
implementations of the Computer Modern, Concrete, and AMS Euler versions
are nearly complete, but they may still require further testing and fine-tuning.
Additional versions based on standard PostScript fonts (Times Roman with
Adobe Symbol), the commercial MathTime and Lucida New Math font sets,
or the Mathematica symbol fonts are under development and will hopefully be
completed by the time of the conference.

In the following sections of this paper we shall present an overview of the
ongoing work on new math font encodings and their implementations. We shall
begin with a review of the motivation behind the Math Font Group’s activities
and the situation of math fonts vs. text fonts in general, followed by a brief
summary of the contents of TEX’s old math font encodings, and an outline of
the proposed new encodings. After a discussion of the design goals and design
choices influencing the organization of the font table layouts, we shall review
the contents of the individual font encodings in detail. Finally, we shall consider
the user interface and some implementation issues, concluding with a discussion
of some alternative approaches and some open questions.

It should be noted that the details of the new math font encodings and the
font table layouts presented in this paper are to be considered as preliminary
and subject to change, depending on the feedback we might get. For further
information about submitting suggestions or comments see section 10.
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2. Motivation

Based on the number of assigned UniqueIDs for Adobe Type 1 fonts it was
estimated in 1997 that there were more than 90,000 text fonts available, while
there were only relatively few math fonts, and even fewer of these were usable
with TEX [15]. Among the available math fonts for TEX we have Computer
Modern [29], Concrete with AMS Euler [31], Concrete Math [40], Times Roman
with Adobe Symbol [21], the commercial MathTime and Lucida New Math font
sets, and the Mathematica symbol fonts [34,41]. Each of these font sets uses a
different encoding, and each requires its own selection of (LA)TEX macros.

At the time when the Math Font Group began its work in 1993, setting up
LATEX (actually LATEX 2.09) to use any other math fonts than 7-bit Computer
Modern was a very difficult task and often required writing complex ad hoc
macro packages for each font set. In the meantime, the introduction of LATEX2ε
as the new standard version of LATEX has eased the situation a bit, but some
of the problems remain.

With the introduction of the New Font Selection Scheme (NFSS2) as the new
standard font selection interface [8], using a different text font family, employing
either the old (OT1) or the ‘Cork’ (T1) encoding, has become almost trivial.
Setting up a new text font for use with LATEX is no longer a big deal either
since almost any PostScript font can be set up with little effort using the widely-
established fontinst utility [7, 16, 20, 21, 38] or recently developed front-ends
to fontinst such as VFInst [11,14]. In addition, the text companion encoding
(TS1), originally suggested as part of the ‘Aston’ proposal, has also become
a reality [27, 28], providing a place for non-mathematical symbols that will
ultimately be taken out of the math fonts.

While it is true that using a different math font family has become a little easier
with LATEX2ε, this is still far from trivial and a dedicated LATEX package is still
required in each case. (Fortunately, such support packages are available in most
cases nowadays, either contributed by volunteers [23,24,34,40] or commissioned
by font suppliers [35, 39].) Setting up new math font sets for use with LATEX
also remains a difficult task due to the diversity of different encodings and
the extra complications arising from inter-dependencies between text fonts and
math fonts in the existing encodings.

Some front-end utilities to simplify the installation of new math fonts have
been developed recently, but the scope of utilities such as MathInst or MathKit
[12–14] remains limited, and a certain amount of manual intervention is still
required for fine-tuning and the finishing touches. Moreover, the proper choice
of matching text and math typefaces that mix well is a delicate issue that
requires taste and typographical experience [4, 14].
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3. Summary of the old math font encodings

Before we go into the details of the proposed new math font encodings, it may
be a good idea to review how the old math font encodings are organized and
which problems are caused by this setup. In the default (LA)TEX math setup
(using Computer Modern fonts) the mathematical glyphs are arranged into
four families, whose layout is explained in Appendix F of The TEXbook.

Family 0 contains an OT1-encoded upright roman font (e. g. cmr), which is used
for a variety of purposes: In its primary function it serves as the operator font
for typesetting multi-letter operators such as ‘log’ or ‘lim’, and as the \mathrm
math alphabet, which is used by default for digits and the uppercase Greek
letters, while the Latin alphabet and the lowercase Greek are taken from the
math italic font. In addition to that, it also provides access to various symbols
such as the math accents, some delimiters, and the ‘+’ and ‘=’ signs. Since the
OT1 encoding includes the Greek capitals, it is not possible simply to substitute
it by a T1-encoded text font. Moreover, since the ‘=’ sign also serves as the
extension module for double arrows, this font also has to match the size and
shape of the math symbol font containing the arrowheads, which prohibits
using another a text typeface in its place.

Family 1 contains an OML-encoded math italic font (e. g. cmmi), which is used as
the default font for most single-letter identifiers. Even though this font contains
a complete Latin and Greek alphabet in italic shape, the Greek capitals are
traditionally typeset in upright roman, unless the \mathnormal math alphabet
is selected explicitly.1 Apart from the alphabets, this font also contains a few
mathematical symbols and, strangely, the oldstyle digits ‘’ which
are not needed in math typesetting. Most of the symbols, however, such as
the slash or the punctuation marks, are needed for kerning with the Latin or
Greek letters, and therefore have to live in the same font table. Interestingly,
the MathTime MY1 font layout derived from OML replaces the oldstyle digits
and a few symbols by the upright Greek capitals, so that these may be kerned
with the italic lowercase Greek letters as well.

Family 2 contains an OMS-encoded math symbol font (e. g. cmsy), which pro-
vides the Calligraphic alphabet (\mathcal) and most of the mathematical sym-
bols, but also some text symbols that do not really belong in a math font such
as ‘¶’ and ‘§’ or the playing card symbols. Among the mathematical glyphs
there are a few symbols such as ‘∇’ or ‘q’ that strongly depend on the design
of the Greek letters in the text roman or math italic fonts and therefore will

1 This setup matches the American typesetting tradition, but typesetting rules applicable
in certain fields of science may call for a different setup [1,25]. Moreover, still other conventions
apply in the French typesetting tradition, which used to prefer upright shape not only for
Greek capitals, but also for lowercase Greek letters.
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be affected by font changes, while most of the geometric symbols could be left
unchanged. Finally, this font also contains the small radical sign (‘

√
’), which

is likely to cause problems for non-TEXnical software since it happens to hang
below the baseline for obscure technical reasons.

Family 3 contains an OMX-encoded math extension font (e. g. cmex), which
holds all the big operators, growing delimiters and radicals, and the wide ac-
cents. These glyphs are all specific to TEX in that they have very unusual font
metrics. Traditionally, all the big operators, delimiters and radicals are posi-
tioned to hang below the baseline, which is due to technical requirements for
the radicals, but otherwise seems to be just an odd coincidence that might be
the outcome of historical circumstances.2 Apart from the unusual glyph place-
ment, most symbols in this font also make use of special TFM features, such as
charlist links between glyphs or extensible recipes.

The first four math families are the very minimum required for typesetting
any math formula with TEX. In particular, families 2 and 3 are special in
that they are expected to have a certain number of \fontdimen parameters,
mostly dealing with the placement of sub- and superscripts, numerators and
denominators in fractions, and limits on big operators.

Plain TEX and LATEX 2.09 allocate a number of additional families for extra
math alphabets such as text italic, bold, typewriter, or sans serif, some of which
may be of interest only in typesetting computer programs while others may be
needed in mathematics as well. In LATEX2ε these math families are no longer
preloaded; instead they are allocated dynamically when they are used.

If the latexsym package is used to access the extra LATEX symbols that used to
be built into LATEX 2.09, one extra math family is added, which yields a total
of five families. If the amssymb package is used instead, providing access to the
AMS-LATEX symbol complement and a Blackboard Bold (or ‘open face’) math
alphabet, two extra math families are needed, resulting in a total of six families.
In addition, a Fraktur (or ‘black letter’) math alphabet is also provided, which
is allocated dynamically only when it is actually used.

Since there is a significant overlap between the LATEX symbols and the AMS
symbols, both sets of symbols as well as the Blackboard Bold and Fraktur
alphabets can be allocated in the new math font encodings within six families.
Some non-mathematical symbols such as the Yen sign, the Maltese cross, or
the circled ‘R’ and ‘S’ will be taken out, and a new place for them will have to
be found, either in the TS1 text symbol encoding or in a dingbats font.

2 The Error Log of TEX [30] seems to indicate that TEX78 used to centre big delimiters
on the math axis with respect to their depth only, while TEX82 uses their height and depth,
which would allow placing the glyphs in a vertically centred position, better suited for use
with non-TEXnical typesetting systems. (Log entry #168, dated 21 March 1978.)
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4. Outline of the new math font encodings

The primary goal of the Math Font Group is to develop a comprehensive new
math font encoding for use with (LA)TEX (and possibly other typesetting sys-
tems as well), consisting of some six 256-character font tables that fulfil certain
requirements. They should contain all symbols needed to ensure compatibility
with the existing encodings and provide enough room for new symbols that
have been requested or suggested during the group’s discussions.

The original ‘Aston’ proposal [17] consisted of six encodings (not counting the
TS1 text symbol encoding), which were organized as follows:

T1 math operators (‘Cork’ text encoding)
MC math core encoding
MX math extension encoding
MSP math symbol primary encoding
MS1 math symbol extra 1 encoding
MS2 math symbol extra 2 encoding

In this proposal the MC-encoded math core font more or less assumes the role
of the OML-encoded math letters font (cmmi), the MX encoding replaces OMX

(cmex), and the three MSn encodings replace OMS (cmsy) and the additional
AMS symbol fonts (msam and msbm).

Each of the new encodings will provide room for up to 256 glyphs, which may
seem like a lot given only 128 glyphs in the old encodings, but even that may
still represent a severe constraint if all the requests for new symbols are taken
into account. A particular problematic case in this regard is the math extension
encoding (MX), where the addition of each new pair of big delimiters easily
consumes between 8 and 16 slots for the usual four sizes and an extensible
version. The situation only gets worse if additional intermediate or extra-big
sizes of delimiters and radicals were to be included as well, following an idea
first implemented in Yannis Haralambous’ yhmath package [9].

As a result of all this, the original proposal was modified and the MX encoding
was split into two MXn encodings, so that we end up with:

MXP math extension primary encoding
MX1 math extension extra 1 encoding

In the basic version, using no more than the traditional sizes, both of these font
layouts will contain a number of empty slots in a so-called “variable area”, which
may be filled in an extended version at the font designer’s disposal without
requiring changes to the (LA)TEX macros. There may even be several extended
versions, adding either the intermediate or the extra-big sizes or both.
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5. Design goals and design choices

The actual font layouts of the new math font encodings represent the result
of a trade-off between a number of factors, such as technical constraints, the
requirement for compatibility with the old encodings, the desire for simplicity
and orthogonality, and the availability of symbols in various existing font sets.
Most importantly, the new font layouts should be designed to avoid the most
irritating problems of the old encodings arising from the fact that some math
symbols are taken from text fonts or used for several different purposes.

Compatibility: The most important design goal will be to ensure compati-
bility with the symbol complement provided in the old encodings. In practice,
this means that all existing symbols must be represented somewhere in the new
encodings, with the exception of a few non-mathematical glyphs that will be
removed explicitly. In addition, the new encodings should also provide extra
slots for composite glyphs that are presently constructed by combining several
glyphs and for glyphs that are used for multiple purposes.

Since the number of TEX’s math families is limited to a total of 16, the new
math setup should be implemented within the same number of families as the
old setup. In particular, it should be possible to achieve compatibility with
Plain TEX or LATEX within four families (encoded as T1, MC, MSP, MXP) and
with AMS-TEX or AMS-LATEX within six families (adding MS1 and MS2). If
there is enough room, it may be a good idea to include the LATEX symbols in
the first four families as well, so that compatibility with the LATEX 2.09 symbol
complement could be achieved with one family less than previously required.

Technical constraints: Apart from compatibility issues, technical require-
ments are another important factor to consider, since they often lead to impli-
cations that some groups of symbols must be kept together in the same font
table if they are linked by means of kerning, ligaturing, or other special TFM

features.

Kerning will play an important role when it comes to letters and letter-like
symbols. In the old OML encoding only the letters from the italic Latin and
Greek alphabets could be kerned with each other and the punctuation symbols,
while this wasn’t possible for the upright Greek capitals taken from OT1. The
MathTime MY1 encoding did a little better in this regard and replaced some of
the non-mathematical glyphs from OML by the upright Greek capitals to enable
kerning at the expense of using a non-standard encoding. In the proposed new
encodings the math core font (MC) will carry this idea further and provide
room for two complete sets of Greek (upright and italic) along with the default
Latin alphabet. Furthermore, it will include the basic-size delimiters to allow
kerning between the letters and the delimiters as well if required.
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Another area where kerning will play a role is the construction of extensible
horizontal arrows. In the old encodings building blocks for long arrows used to
come from several different font tables (OT1, OML, OMS) and putting them
together had to be done using a \joinrel macro. In the new encodings care
will be taken to put all the building blocks into one font table (MSP), so that
the same effect may be achieved automatically through kerning.

Apart from the implications of kerning or ligaturing, other technical constraints
arise when it comes to extensible symbols linked through special TFM features.
All the big delimiters of increasing height or wide accents of increasing width
which are part of a chain must live together. The positive side-effect of this is
that it allows all TEX-specific symbols to be kept together in the MXn encod-
ings, so that the remaining MSn symbol fonts will be unaffected.

Simplicity and orthogonality: As already mentioned, the new encodings
should be designed to avoid the problems of the old encodings concerning the
organization of font tables. For instance, to avoid inter-dependencies between
text fonts and math fonts, the T1-encoded operator font in family 0 should not
be used for any other purpose than typesetting upright roman letters. Similarly,
glyphs serving multiple purpose should be given separate slots for each of their
roles, e. g. for use as binary operators or as arrow extension modules.

Apart from avoiding unwanted inter-dependencies, orthogonality also means
keeping all glyphs of similar design together and keeping glyphs of different
designs in separate font tables (e. g. geometric vs. non-geometric symbols). As
for the distribution of symbols among the MSn encodings, design similarity
will be used as a guideline, but a trade-off will ultimately have to be made
between following the principle of design similarity and taking the availability
of symbols in various font sets into account.

Slots: Most new encodings (with the exception of MXn) will provide room
for a complete math alphabet, each in a different style, consisting of digits,
uppercase and lowercase letters, and the dotless ‘i’ and ‘j’. To allow switching
math alphabets, these glyphs will have to share the same slots in each font table,
preferably using the same encoding as T1. If some characters are unavailable in
some styles, the corresponding slots should be left empty and not be allocated
otherwise to avoid surprises.

As another common feature, each of the new encodings (including MXn) will
reserve slot 32 as a ‘space’ glyph, which may help to make the fonts usable with
other software, even if such a glyph may not be needed for math typesetting
with TEX. Finally, slot 127 (ASCII DEL) will be used as the ‘skewchar’, which
only serves to encode accent positioning information in fake kern pairs and will
never appear on the output side for actual typesetting.
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6. Details of the new font encodings

6.1. The T1-encoded math operator font

Family 0 of the new math setup will contain a T1-encoded upright roman math
operator font. This font will only be used for typesetting multi-letter operators
such as ‘log’ or ‘lim’, and to access the Latin letters of the \mathrm math
alphabet. Unlike its OT1-encoded counterpart, it will not be used for anything
else, so as not to create any unwanted inter-dependencies between text fonts
and math fonts.

The decision to use the T1 encoding is based on the assumption that this
encoding will be used as the default encoding for text fonts, which would allow
arbitrary text fonts to be used for the multi-letter operators. As long as only the
ASCII letters are used (excluding the dotless ‘i’ and ‘j’), any other encodings
with an ASCII-subset will do, including OT1, LY1 (Y&Y’s TEX and ANSI),
8a (Adobe Standard), 8r (TEX Base1), or even T4 (African FC-fonts [26]).

Although the math operator font will use the same encoding as a text font
(T1 by default), it does not necessarily have to be a text font. In particular,
it may have the glyph widths and italic corrections adjusted to produce good
subscript and superscript positioning, as long as this is not to the detriment of
setting multi-letter operators or textual subscripts.

6.2. The MC-encoded math core font

The MC-encoded math core font (see Tables 1 and 2) will be used as the real
work-horse of the new math font encoding. It will include two complete Greek
alphabets (upright and italic) along with the default Latin alphabet (italic) and
the default numerals (upright). In addition to the slash and the punctuation
marks already included in OML for kerning reasons, the MC encoding will also
include the basic-size delimiters (parentheses, square brackets, curly braces,
etc.), so as to allow kerning between the letters and the delimiters.

Other letter-like glyphs that strongly depend on the font design such as the
Fraktur letters (‘<’, =’), the inverted Greek letters (‘∇’, ‘q’, ‘f’, etc.), the
Hebrew letters (‘ℵ’, ‘i’, ,’ג‘ ‘k’), and the so-called Humanist (“shapy”) glyphs
(‘∗’, ‘†’, ‘‡’, etc.) will also be included in the MC encoding, but the motivation
for this is orthogonality of the font layouts. As long as the symbol complement
in the MSn encodings can be restricted to geometric (“non-shapy”) symbols,
the symbol fonts will not be directly affected from changes of the design, and
it may be possible to use the same version of MSn in combination with several
different versions of MC (e. g. Computer Modern, Concrete, and Euler).
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Unlike its OML-encoded counterpart in family 1, the math core font will be
equipped with enough \fontdimen parameters to be used as family 2, since the
positioning of subscripts and superscripts depends much more on the letters and
letter-like symbols than on the geometric symbols. An additional benefit of this
arrangement is that everything special to TEX such as extra font dimensions
or adjustments to the glyph widths and italic corrections may be confined to
the MC font, while all the MSn fonts may be implemented as normal fonts.

Since the MC encoding will contain two complete sets of Greek in different font
positions, the implementation of font changing commands such as \mathrm or
\mathnormal will have to be reconsidered. To facilitate switching between the
two sets, the math core font will include a so-called Greek “control glyph” and
a special ligaturing program, which maps ligatures between the control glyph
and italic Greek letters to upright Greek letters and vice versa.

As for bold, bold italic, or sans serif glyphs, it is assumed that these will be
taken from separate bold or sans serif versions of the math fonts sharing the
same encoding. If a complete math formula is to be set in a bold context such as
a section heading, a complete set of bold fonts will be needed in all encodings.
However, if only the letters and letter-like symbols are used in a bold or sans
serif math alphabet, it may be sufficient to provide only a bold/bold italic or
sans/sans oblique version of the T1/MC encodings. Furthermore, if only a few
bold glyphs are requested, these can be set using macros similar to \boldsymbol
from AMS-LATEX or the bm package from the LATEX tools bundle.

6.3. The MS-encoded math symbol fonts

The MSP, MS1, and MS2 encodings (see Tables 3 to 5) will contain all the
geometric symbols from OT1, OML, OMS, and the AMS symbol fonts, plus a
number of frequently requested new glyphs. Among them there will be some
obvious counterparts to existing glyphs, such as a right-to-left \mapsfrom glyph
or some ready-made negated versions. In addition, some glyphs that were used
for several different purposes (such as the ‘−’ and ‘=’ signs serving as extension
modules for horizontal arrows) will be assigned separate slots. Finally, the upper
half of the MS2 encoding will provide room for a new development: an “arrow
construction kit”, first suggested by Alan Jeffrey [18].

In addition to the geometric symbols, each symbol font will contain one addi-
tional math alphabet, distributed as follows:

MSP will contain Calligraphic or Script
MS1 will contain Blackboard Bold (‘open face’)
MS2 will contain Fraktur (‘black letter’)
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As to whether a Calligraphic or Script alphabet should be included in MSP,
the decision will be left to the font designer and may depend on the choice
of available font sets. If both are needed or if the default is not suitable for
a particular application, it is always possible to load another font and set up
another math alphabet, e. g. to replace the Calligraphic letters from Computer
Modern by Euler Script or Ralph Smith’s Formal Script font (rsfs).

To achieve compatibility with Plain TEX or LATEX within four families, all the
geometric symbols from OT1, OML, and OMS will have to be kept in the MSP

encoding. As long as there is room, a selection of additional symbols from the
LATEX or AMS symbol fonts may be added, while the remaining symbols will
end up in the MS1 or MS2 encodings.

As for the distribution of symbols among the MSP and MS1 or MS2 encodings,
the ‘Aston’ proposal originally gave a higher priority to the design similarity
argument, keeping symbols of similar design together regardless of whether or
not these were available in some font sets. During the implementation work,
however, it was recognized that much better results could be achieved if the
availability of symbols was taken into account. Consequently, the MSP and MS1

font tables were reshuffled so that a near-complete version of MSP combined
with a near-empty version of MS1 could be achieved, instead of having two half-
complete font tables in the implementation based on the Mathematica symbol
fonts. It remains to be seen if further reshuffling will be needed to achieve the
best possible results with the MathTime or Lucida New Math font sets.

The arrow kit. The upper half of the MS2 encoding table is reserved for
the arrow construction kit, first suggested in Ref. [18]. This means on the one
hand that a lot of pieces for building arrows — heads, stems, and tails — are
collected here. On the other hand, it means that TEX’s ligature mechanism
is used to automatically select the proper glyphs. We have implemented the
following syntax for arrows, which is inspired by, but different from the syntax
proposed in Ref. [19]:

〈left head〉[〈none〉][〈stem modifier〉]〈extension〉∗〈right head〉[〈none〉]
Here 〈left head〉 and 〈right head〉 can be chosen among 24 arrow heads or ends.
The 〈extension〉 pieces can specify a negation, a gap, or an extension, which
may also be gapped or negated. The 〈stem modifier〉 can be used to produce
dotted or squiggly arrows.

An additional benefit of this approach to arrow construction is that only the
head glyphs and the control glyphs used for the 〈stem modifier〉 and 〈extension〉
pieces are directly accessed through macros. The rest of the arrow kit is a
variable area that may vary from font to font without sacrificing compatibility.
(Each font has to provide a proper ligature program though!)
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6.4. The MX-encoded math extension fonts

As mentioned earlier, the original ‘Aston’ proposal was modified, splitting the
MX math extension encoding into MXP and MX1 (see Tables 6 to 8) in order
to provide more room for additional sizes. The MXP encoding will be assigned
to family 3, taking the place of OMX, while MX1 will be optional.

To achieve compatibility with Plain TEX or LATEX within four families, the MXP

encoding will have to contain all the existing TEX-specific glyphs from OMX

(cmex), as well as the small radical sign from OMS (cmsy) and the extra sizes
of wide accents from the AMS symbol fonts (msbm). Additional intermediate or
extra-big sizes of delimiters and radicals as implemented in the yhcmex font [9]
may be provided at the font designer’s disposal, filling the empty slots in the
variable area as appropriate.

In addition to the standard glyphs, a number of new extensible symbols have
been suggested, including obvious counterparts to existing symbols as well as
a variety of new operators and delimiters. Most of these new symbols will have
to be assigned to the MX1 encoding due to space limitations in MXP. However,
there may be good reasons to include at least a few of the most frequently
suggested ones in MXP, especially if they are already implemented in some
existing font sets. One candidate we have included are the semantic brackets,
which are provided in the St. Mary’s Road symbol font [22] as well as in the
Mathematica and Lucida New Math font sets.

7. The user interface

Together with the font layouts and the virtual font implementations, we have
developed a set of macros that make the new math font encodings accessible
from within LATEX, consisting of the following components:

fontmath.cfg is a configuration file that may be used to generate a LATEX
format with the new math setup preloaded. It provides all the macros
needed for compatibility with the standard LATEX math setup, consisting
mostly of \DeclareMathSymbol and similar statements that establish the
control sequence names to access the math symbols.

newmath.sty is a LATEX package file that provides some additional macros
which may be enabled through package options such as amssymb (extra
symbols in the MS1 and MS2 encodings), extraops (extra operators and
delimiters in the MX1 encoding), or accents (special macros for over- and
underaccents). It also provides the infrastructure for changes to the math
layouts through so-called *.mfd files (see below).
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oldmath.sty is a LATEX package file that reverts to the traditional LATEX math
setup. This can be used to process old files which require the traditional
math setup, even if the LATEX format includes the new math setup.

*.mfd files (math font definitions) are used to describe the setup of the in-
dividual math layouts. Each ‘.mfd’ file establishes a mapping between
the symbolic names of math families and the LATEX font attributes that
correspond to one particular set of virtual fonts implementing the new
encodings. In addition, the ‘.mfd’ files may also be used to introduce
adjustments to the relative sizes of subscripts and superscripts and the
various parameters influencing TEX’s math typesetting algorithms, such
as \delimiterfactor or \thinmuskip, \medmuskp, \thickmuskip.

*.fd files (font definitions) are used as usual to establish a mapping between
symbolic LATEX font attributes and external font file names. The eventual
font names of the virtual fonts and the base fonts providing extra symbols
have not been finalized yet and may be subject to change.

The packages newmath and oldmath have been designed to work equally well
with standard LATEX formats and modified LATEX formats containing the new
math setup. With the new math setup, changing the math layout no longer
requires loading a special-purpose macro package and simply means adding
the appropriate option (cm, concrete, euler, mathptm, mathematica, mathtime,
lucida, etc.) to the \usepackage{newmath} statement.

So far, the development of the user interface has focused exclusively on LATEX.
However, a Plain TEX interface also needs to be developed eventually, so as to
fulfil the original goal of providing a new encoding for use with any common
TEX format. For most of the code, preparing a Plain TEX version will simply
amount to rewriting the \DeclareMathSymbol statements into \mathchardef
or \mathcode assignments, which should not be too difficult.

8. Implementation issues

8.1. Virtual fonts

As a primary product of our implementation work, we have developed a number
of sets of virtual fonts implementing the new encodings for each of the math
layouts. The purpose of these virtual fonts primarily consists in remapping
glyphs taken from several existing or newly-developed base fonts. In addition,
they might also be used to construct some composite glyphs as a substitute for
symbols which are not readily available from a given set of base fonts.
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In the case of METAFONT fonts (Computer Modern, Concrete, Euler, etc.)
some of the missing symbols have been supplied by means of relatively trivial
METAFONT work, especially in simple cases of reflected or inverted symbols.
Some more extensive METAFONT work is required, however, in the design of
the arrow construction kit and the upright lowercase Greek alphabet.

In the case of PostScript fonts (Times, MathTime, Mathematica, Lucida, etc.)
only the available glyphs from a given set of base fonts have been used, so as to
avoid mixing different typefaces or introducing undesirable inter-dependencies
between PostScript and METAFONT fonts. Unfortunately, this means that a
number of symbols will be missing, especially in the case of MathTime which
doesn’t cover the AMS and LATEX symbols.

A particular interesting question arises when it comes to the choice of math
alphabets to be used in the MSn encodings. While there might be only one
sensible choice in the Computer Modern math layout for the Fraktur alphabet
in MS2 (eufm), there are quite a number of different alternatives that may be
used for the Calligraphic or Script alphabet in MSP (cmsy, eusm, rsfs) and
for the Blackboard Bold alphabet in MS1 (msbm, bbold, bbm). Similarly, in the
MathTime version, the Script alphabet in MSP may be chosen from MathScript
(MTMS) or Adobe MathPi, while Adobe MathPi might be the only choice for
the Blackboard Bold and Fraktur alphabets in MS1 and MS2.

If all possible combinations of these choices were to be supported, the number
of virtual fonts required to implement the math layouts would soon become
uncomfortably large. As an alternative approach, it might be worth while to
consider implementing the MSn encodings as doubly-virtual fonts, composed
of two subset encodings containing only the alphanumerical glyphs or the geo-
metric symbols, the latter of which, in turn, may be implemented as a virtual
font drawing characters from a variety of base fonts.

Concerning the choice of the default font sets to be used in the reference imple-
mentation of the Computer Modern math layout, sticking to widely-available
base fonts (CM, Euler, AMS symbol) may be preferable, since this will allow
the provision of an implementation in Adobe Type 1 format, which is becoming
more and more important in view of the recent development of PDFTEX.

8.2. METAFONT work

In addition to the virtual fonts implementing the new encodings, a number of
METAFONT fonts have also been developed, serving as base fonts that are used
to supply some extra symbols. Apart from some simple cases of reflected or
inverted symbols, the METAFONT work has concentrated on the design of the
arrow construction kit and the upright lowercase Greek alphabet.
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Arrow kit: The arrow construction kit described in section 6.3 consists of
some 120 glyphs, containing all sorts of left and right heads, tails, extension
pieces, gaps, negation slashes, gapped and negated extension pieces, as well as
building blocks for dotted or squiggly arrows. The designs of all these glyphs
were heavily borrowed from Computer Modern and the AMS fonts, but some
effort was taken to make them consistent and to adapt the AMS glyphs to take
into account the design changes that were introduced by Don Knuth in 1992.
Since the designs of the arrows only depend on the rule thickness parameters,
the arrow kit should be usable with each of the Computer Modern, Concrete,
and Euler math layouts without any changes.

Upright Greek: Probably the most interesting application of METAFONT

was the design of an upright lowercase Greek alphabet. Although it may appear
straight-forward to start out with the Computer Modern greekl.mf [29] and a
driver file which sets slant := 0, it quickly turned out that the design of a nice-
looking upright Greek alphabet was quite a bit more complicated than that.
Since the character programs in greekl.mf apparently have been designed with
slant := 1/4 in mind, a number of letters look unbalanced without the slant.
In some cases this could be repaired with minor adjustments to the character
programs. In other cases some more extensive changes were needed, amounting
to a complete redesign of the character for use in the upright version.

Still another problem related to METAFONT fonts showed up when characters
from different base fonts were combined in the same font table, revealing some
inconsistencies or deficiencies of the character designs. For instance, the Hebrew
letters (‘i’, ,’ג‘ ‘k’) taken from the AMS fonts turned out to be a little too heavy
compared with ‘ℵ’ from cmsy, while they are fine compared with ‘ℵ’ from eusm.
As another example, the variant ‘kappa’ (‘κ’) and the ‘digamma’ (‘z’) from
the AMS fonts turned out to produce poor results with Concrete parameters.

9. Discussion

9.1. Is there a better way?

Replacing T1/MC? In the present proposal, the MC font is supposed to
include the default Latin alphabet (in italic) combined with two sets of Greek
(in italic and upright), while the T1 font provides the upright Latin alpha-
bet. Since this may cause complications when trying to switch math alphabets
for Greek letters, an alternative idea was brought up: This was to replace the
T1/MC combo by a set of two fonts in a math-alternate encoding, each con-
taining only one set of Latin and Greek. Although this approach may seem
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attractive at first sight, it loses the ability to have kerning between the upright
and italic Greek letters, so it provides no advantage over OML and even falls
behind what is already possible in MY1. In addition, it also loses the ability to
use a T1-encoded text font directly as the math operator font.

Splitting MX? In the present proposal, it was decided to split the originally
proposed MX encoding into MXP and MX1, providing room for additional sizes
at the font designer’s disposal. For compatibility, all existing symbols from OMX

must be included in MXP, which leaves MX1 for the newly introduced symbols,
except perhaps for a few of the most frequently requested ones that might be
accepted in MXP. The question remains whether it would be preferable to have
only a single MX font by default containing all extensible symbols, which would
be replaced by two MXn fonts only when an optional LATEX package is loaded.
Given the number of proposed new delimiters, it appears that an extra MX1

encoding may be unavoidable anyhow. It just remains to be seen how many
font sets will actually provide the necessary glyphs to implement them.

Design similarity or availability? In the original ‘Aston’ proposal, design
similarity was considered to be one of the most important factors determining
the distribution of symbols among the MSP and MSn encodings. While this is
not a bad idea in itself, there is a danger that the argument may be taken too
far, leading to the inclusion of exotic symbols that would be absent in most
implementations. If the availability of symbols is taken into account, a different
arrangement may be preferred, so that MSP will be as complete as possible while
MSn might remain almost empty. From a practical point of view, availability
may be more important when implementing virtual fonts based on characters
taken from existing font sets, while design similarity might be preferred when
designing new fonts from scratch.

9.2. More symbols?

Apart from organizational questions, the decision as to which of the many
proposed new symbols to include or to leave out has been one of the most
debated issues. In the end, only a few of these symbols have been implemented,
while others have been put on hold until a need for them can be confirmed.

Among the newly-included symbols we have introduced some new variants
of uppercase Greek letters. We have followed Adobe Symbol in having two
variants of ‘Upsilon’, a straight one that looks like ‘Y’ and a curly one that
looks like ‘Υ’. Similarly, we have introduced two variants of ‘Chi’, a straight
one that looks like ‘X’, and a curly one that has yet to be designed. In doing
so, we followed a request by some high-energy physicists who wanted to have
a variant Greek ‘Chi’ that could be clearly distinguished from a Latin ‘X’.
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Among the proposed symbols not currently implemented, we had suggestions
for the variant lowercase Greek ‘beta’ (Unicode U+03D0), as well as the archaic
Greek numerals ‘Stigma’ (U+03DA), ‘Digamma’ (U+03DC), ‘Koppa’ (U+03DE),
and ‘Sampi’ (U+03E0). While some of them appear to be used in classical Greek
text typesetting, their role in math typesetting remains unclear, except for the
‘Digamma’ (‘z’) which seems to have a well-established meaning and needs to
be kept for compatibility with the AMS symbol fonts. If needed, these symbols
may be found in Unicode fonts such as Yannis Haralambous’ OmegaTimes [10],
but it seems unreasonable to include them in the new math fonts since they
would be missing in nearly all implementations. The only exception are the
Mathematica symbol fonts [41], which happen to provide the archaic Greek
numerals both in uppercase and lowercase.

10. Further information

The public discussions of the Math Font Group (MFG) have been taking place
since August 1993 on an electronic mailing list math-font-request, which may
be subscribed to by sending a message to the list owner at the address

math-font-request@cogs.susx.ac.uk

Archives of discussion papers, technical reports, preliminary test implementa-
tions, as well as complete mail archives in hypertext form are available at the
MFG home page on the World Wide Web at

http://www.tug.org/twg/mfg/

There are plans to publish a more detailed report, once the remaining issues
have been sorted out, either as a TUGboat article or as a LATEX3 Report.
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Appendix: Font Tables

In the following font tables, the symbol ‘ � ’ is used to indicate slots reserved for
special purposes, such as the skewchar in slot 127 and the Greek control glyph
in slot 128 in the MC encoding. Another symbol ‘ � ’ is used to indicate slots
reserved for unavailable symbols. Empty slots can be assumed to be unassigned,
with the exception of slot 32, which is a space glyph in all encodings.
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Table 1 – Math Core Encoding, CM version
�0 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6 �7

�00x b c d e � � � �
}0x

�01x j k 
 [ \ ] y z
�02x @ i j k < = � �

}1x
�03x ; { | � / 1 0 �

�04x  ! " # $ % & '
}2x

�05x ( ) � ? , � . /

�06x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
}3x

�07x 8 9 : ; h p i ?

�10x @ A B C D E F G
}4x

�11x H I J K L M N O

�12x P Q R S T U V W
}5x

�13x X Y Z [ n ] ~ }

�14x d a b c d e f g
}6x

�15x h i j k l m n o

�16x p q r s t u v w
}7x

�17x x y z f } g ` �
�20x � A B � � E Z H

}8x
�21x � I K � M N � O

�22x � P � T � � X �
}9x

�23x � � � r q �

�24x   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ §
}Ax

�25x ¨ © ª « ¬  ® o

�26x ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ ·
}Bx

�27x ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿

�30x A B � � E Z H
}Cx

�31x � I K � M N � O

�32x � P � T � � X 	
}Dx

�33x 
 Y � Û Ü Ý �̂ _�

�34x @ � �  � � � �
}Ex

�35x � � � � � � � o

�36x � � � � � � �  
}Fx

�37x ! " # û $ % & '

}8 }9 }A }B }C }D }E }F
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Table 2 – Math Core Encoding, Euler version
�0 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6 �7

�00x b c d e � � � �
}0x

�01x j jj jjj [ \ ] y z
�02x @ i j k < = � �

}1x

�03x /0 { | () � � 0 8

�04x  ! [[ # ]] % & '
}2x

�05x ( ) � ? , � . /

�06x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
}3x

�07x 8 9 : ; h p i ?

�10x @ A B C D E F G
}4x

�11x H I J K L M N O

�12x P Q R S T U V W
}5x

�13x X Y Z [ n ] ĥ _h

�14x d a b c d e f g
}6x

�15x h i j k l m n o

�16x p q r s t u v w
}7x

�17x x y z f } g ` �
�20x � A B � � E Z H

}8x
�21x � I K � M N � O

�22x � P � T � � X 	
}9x

�23x 
 Y � � � �

�24x @ � �  � � � �
}Ax

�25x � � � � � � � o

�26x � � � � � � �  
}Bx

�27x ! " # � $ � � '

�30x A B � � E Z H
}Cx

�31x � I K � M N � O

�32x � P � T � � X 	
}Dx

�33x 
 Y � � Ü Ý �̂ _�

�34x @ � �  � � � �
}Ex

�35x � � � � � � � o

�36x � � � � � � �  
}Fx

�37x ! " # � $ � � '

}8 }9 }A }B }C }D }E }F
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Table 3 – Math Symbol Primary Encoding
�0 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6 �7

�00x � � ^ ~ � � � �
}0x

�01x � � _ � �  � �
�02x � � � � � � � �

}1x
�03x � � � � � ^ _ �

�04x  ! � = � + � �
}2x

�05x ) � > � n o 1

�06x � � � � � � � �
}3x

�07x � � 8 9 @ ` a ?
�10x : A B C D E F G

}4x
�11x H I J K L M N O

�12x P Q R S T U V W
}5x

�13x X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _
�14x � � � � � � �

}6x
�15x � � � � � � � �
�16x � � � � � � � �

}7x
�17x � � � �
�20x [ \ t u ^ _ 4 5

}8x
�21x ] � 	 
 � � � �

�22x � � � � v w @ A
}9x

�23x / . E D 6 7 5 4

�24x < > � � 6 > . &
}Ax

�25x � � � � 
 � ® ¯
�26x � � � � 4 < - %

}Bx
�27x � � � � ¼ ½ ¾ ¿
�30x � � n o  � � 3

}Cx
�31x � � Ê ' v u \ j

�32x Ð Ñ � h w o 6  
}Dx

�33x  ! Ú $ 7 Ý " *

�34x ( ) â , ä å # +
}Ex

�35x ( * ) + - , l m

�36x ` a 2 3 > � - %
}Fx

�37x 0 ù ú û ? � . &

}8 }9 }A }B }C }D }E }F
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Table 4 – Math Symbol 1 Encoding
�0 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6 �7

�00x
}0x

�01x

�02x
}1x

�03x � �

�04x  � ~ } � 	 x y
}2x

�05x � � � � � � � �
�06x � 1 2 � � � � �

}3x
�07x � � x y p q h i
�10x A B C D E F G

}4x
�11x H I J K L M N O

�12x P Q R S T U V W
}5x

�13x X Y Z

�14x a b c d e f g
}6x

�15x h i j k l m n o

�16x p q r s t u v w
}7x

�17x x y z �
�20x 0 1 � � / ' � �

}8x
�21x 2 3 � � w v � �
�22x 5 = � � � 	 � �

}9x

�23x l m 7 ? Q R S T
�24x �  * +  ! ( )

}Ax
�25x j k " # & ' $ %
�26x b c d e ) * t u

}Bx

�27x : + ; , $ P l m
�30x f g ` a Y Z [

}Cx
�31x ] ^ - , p q . /
�32x  � � Ó 1 Õ 2 3

}Dx
�33x � � � � � � � F
�34x J I N H M O æ ç

}Ex
�35x � { | X ? _ r
�36x

}Fx
�37x

}8 }9 }A }B }C }D }E }F
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Table 5 – Math Symbol 2 Encoding
�0 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6 �7

�00x
}0x

�01x

�02x
}1x

�03x � �

�04x  $ % & '
}2x

�05x ( ) * + , - . /

�06x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
}3x

�07x 8 9 : ; < = > ?

�10x @ A B C D E F G
}4x

�11x H I J K L M N O

�12x P Q R S T U V W
}5x

�13x X Y Z

�14x a b c d e f g
}6x

�15x h i j k l m n o

�16x p q r s t u v w
}7x

�17x x y z �
�20x � � � � � � � �

}8x
�21x � � � � � � � �

�22x � � � � � � � �
}9x

�23x � � � � � � � �

�24x   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ §
}Ax

�25x ¨ © ª « ¬  ® ¯

�26x ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ ·
}Bx

�27x ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿

�30x Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç
}Cx

�31x È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï

�32x Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö ×
}Dx

�33x Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ ß

�34x á â ã ä å æ ç
}Ex

�35x é ê ë ì í î ï

�36x ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷
}Fx

�37x

}8 }9 }A }B }C }D }E }F
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Table 6 – Math Extension Primary Encoding (lower half)
�0 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6 �7

�00x � � � � � � � �
}0x

�01x � 	 
 � �  � �
�02x � � � � � � � �

}1x
�03x � � � � � � � �
�04x  ! " # $ % & '

}2x
�05x ( ) * + , - . /
�06x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

}3x
�07x 8 9 : ; < = > ?
�10x @ A B C D E F G

}4x
�11x H I J K L M
�12x P Q R S T U V W

}5x
�13x X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _
�14x ` a b c d e f g

}6x

�15x i k m n
�16x q s u v

}7x
�17x x y z { �

}8 }9 }A }B }C }D }E }F
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Table 7 – Math Extension Primary Encoding (upper half)
�0 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6 �7

�20x � � � � � � � �
}8x

�21x � � � � � � � �
�22x ¨ © ª « ¬  ® ¯

}9x
�23x ¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿
�24x È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï

}Ax
�25x Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ ß

}8 }9 }A }B }C }D }E }F
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Table 8 – Math Extension 1 Encoding
�0 �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6 �7

�00x
� � � � � �

� �
}0x

�01x
� 	 
 � � 

� �

�02x & ' � �
� �

}1x

�03x & ' � �
� �

�04x  ! " # $ % & '
}2x

�05x
( ) * + , - . /

�06x

0 1 6 7
}3x

�07x 8 9 > ?
�10x

@ A F G
}4x

�11x I K M N Q S U V
�12x Y [ ] ^ a c e f

}5x
�13x i k m n q s u v
�14x y { } ~

}6x

�15x

� � � � � �
�16x

� � � � � �
}7x

�17x

¨ © ª « ¬ 
�

}8 }9 }A }B }C }D }E }F


